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Fig. 1. The four case studies presented in this paper: (a) The Nintendo Switch; (b) CPAP machines for sleep
apnea; (c) John Deere tractors; (d) Artificial pancreas systems for insulin delivery (Source: nagarro.com).
It is often assumed that the interests of users and developers coincide, sharing a common goal of good design.
Yet users often desire functionality that goes beyond what designers, and the organisations they work in, are
willing to supply. Analysing online forums, complemented with interviews, we document how users, hackers
and software developers worked together to discover and apply system exploits in hardware and software.
We cover four cases: users of CPAP breathing assistance machines getting access to their own sleep data,
‘hacking’ the Nintendo switch game console to run non-authorised software, end-users building their own
insulin supply system, and farmers repairing their own agriculture equipment against suppliers terms and
conditions. We propose the concept of the ‘gulf of interests’ to understand how differing interests can create
conflicts between end-users, designers, and the organisations they work in. This points us in the direction of
researching further the political and economic situations of technology development and use.
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1

INTRODUCTION

For as long as there have been technical systems, end users have ‘hacked’ those systems so as to go
around in-built limitations. In the 1970s and 1980s hackers achieved considerable notoriety [117],
through exploiting loopholes in early online computer systems. Following this, much academic
interest in hacking has focused on how to prevent unauthorised access or control of systems [33, 78].
In contrast, in CSCW and HCI, hacking has more often been taken more broadly to cover ‘tinkering’
and playful manipulation of systems [4, 95], with hacking characterised as mutually benevolent,
open, and beneficial. Yet both these characterisations miss one important element: how hacking is
used by end users to further their own interests in opposition to those of designers, developers and
vendors.
In this paper, we explore these conflicts. We document four projects (Fig. 1) where end users
collaborate together to hack their own systems, in ways that are on the borders of legality, subversive and possibly damaging, and with their work actively obstructed by developers, vendors, or
regulators. In the first case, we describe how users of Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP)
breathing assistance machines, used to treat the sleep apnea condition, hacked their systems so as
to be able to access their own sleep data. Second, we document efforts to hack the Nintendo Switch
game console in order to enable running non-authorized software. Third, we describe attempts by
end users to take control of their own insulin pumps so as to build an ‘Artificial Pancreas System’
(APS) for easier and more convenient treatment of diabetes. Lastly, we document the efforts of
farmers to maintain and repair their agriculture equipment, in particular through overcoming
software copy-protection mechanisms and that way conflicting with equipment manufacturers’
conditions of use. These cases let us explore questions around who owns software and hardware,
the so-called ‘right to repair’, but more broadly we open up the conflicts that exist between those
involved in the production, and use, of technology.
By using online data from key internet forums for each case, supplemented with nine expert
interviews, these cases let us describe different forms of ‘end-user hacking’: opening data, jailbreaking, retrofitting, and cracking. In the first case, users freed access to their data, through decoding
and decrypting proprietary data formats to gain control and access. In the second case, users
“jailbroke” their devices, working around limitations on what software can be run on closed devices,
overcoming signed code and in-built operating system execution limitations. In the third case, users
were instead involved in retrofitting existing tools and devices to create new functionality; and in
the last case, users ‘cracked’ software to overcome system security features, specifically to remove
copy protection so that software could be distributed without a licence. This lets us rethink some
aspects of how hacking is discussed, but also how users are situated in the development process.
In these four cases, ‘end-user hacking’ enables technology to better serve needs of users, but
in conflict with the interests of developers. We explore this through the concept of the ‘gulf of
interests’, building on Norman’s classic discussion of the divide between users and designers [80].
Looking at these conflicting interests helps us to explain why users and designers conflict in these
ways. While it is usually assumed that designers want to make the ‘best’ hardware and software
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for users, but as our cases document their fundamental interests need not align. This leads users to
‘hack’ their systems to circumvent developer imposed restrictions. These conflicts can span the
differing interests of all those involved: software vendors, designers, usability researchers, third
party software developers, medical device regulators, and resellers, as well as the users themselves.
Users might be situated in countries where software is not supported, in economic situations that
prevent their access to resources, or who simply have a desire to get software for free. Our cases do
not simply portrait heroic users overcoming devious or malicious developers, but rather depict the
complex bartering and exchange in the ‘broken worlds’ [47, 49] of pre-existing technology.
The paper makes three main contributions. We start by discussing four different types of end-user
hacking: Opening data, Jailbreaking, Retrofitting, and Cracking, each illustrated by one of our cases.
Second, we describe how end-user hacking relies upon online communities to support and enable
end users to apply hacks developed by more technical users. This builds on longstanding CSCW
discussions of users as active parts of software and technical development and use [8]. Lastly, in
our discussion building on recent CSCW and HCI work that has opened up the question of the
economic relationships between users and designers [6, 22, 36, 63, 87, 99], we develop the idea
of the ‘political economy’ of software. That is, while CSCW and HCI have, on the whole, seen
users and designers as in alignment, research on topics such as ‘dark patterns’ [36] has exposed
cases where they are in direct economic conflict. This means that ‘bad design’ may be more than
just an exception caused by an incompetent designer, but rather something that arises from the
fundamentally different interests of users and vendors. Understanding this ‘gulf’ requires taking a
critical view of the role of design as part of a regulated market economy, where the organisations
that fund and host design have a profit maximisation goal, rather than directly addressing the
interests of their customers or users. This is part of ongoing efforts in CSCW to better situate
software in its political and economic context, and understand both how development and system
use are inherently economic and political.
2

RELATED WORK

Despite the wide discussion on hacking, the term “remains difficult to define and empirically identify
because it has come to refer to many different, sometimes incompatible, material practices” [50]. To
outline previous research, we first discuss hacking and hackers within CSCW and in other fields,
the types of hacking that we cover in our case studies, and then previous work on the relationships
between end users and designers.
2.1

Hacking and Hackers

The notion of hacking acknowledges that software and hardware do not always arrive in a perfect
form, and thus interventions are needed to make them work as wanted. These can be considered as
extreme forms of appropriation that go so far as to change the basic technology. Hacking understood
in this way is closely connected to the discussions of the ‘broken world’ of technology [47, 49]
and related debates on the politics, political economy and infrastructural conditions of software
(see, e.g., [77, 104]). In CSCW and HCI, hacking has broadly been explored through the lens of
making, tinkering, and do-it-yourself (DIY) [13, 71, 95]. This includes crafting technology[92],
physical artefacts [95] as well as the appropriation of existing tools [4]. For example, Wang et
al.[116], document hacking as practices that range from tailoring a product or service to reverse
engineering or reconstructing a whole product to make it work in a way that is beyond the intended
use introduced by the manufacturer. Bardzell et al. [4] reflect on hacking through studying ad
hoc self-made tools designed by members of a hackerspace. This paper describes hackers as those
who have the ability to make changes in hardware or software for it to work differently. Ames
et al.[2], in turn, decenter the idea of a unified hacker/maker movement by studying ‘making do’
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in Bangladesh, Taiwan, Vietnam, Paraguay, and China. Results from their fieldwork show how
hacking is often a more ambivalent set of projects that arise from disconnects between local needs
and the activities of global software development. This work de-situates the technical aspects of
hacking, such as overcoming security [65, 98], to focus instead on the material circumstances where
hacking is collaboratively done [48, 59, 95]. This in particular can be seen in work on civic hacking
projects [45, 46].
A particular CSCW focus to the research on hacking has come through the issues of infrastructures and politics in software and hardware hacking. For example, Sun et al. [107] document how
elderly Chinese hackers ‘tinker’ with technology, and the ways this kind of hacking is conditioned
by its social, political, and economic forces. Wagenknecht and Korn’s study [115], in turn, discusses
how the well-known hacking community Chaos Computer Club hacked GSM infrastructure to
make it work better. They argue that this sort of hacking should be understood as ‘transgressive
infrastructuring’ that aims at appropriating the targeted network intellectually, legally, functionally,
and/or operationally.
In contrast, other fields such as information systems have engaged with hackers in quite different
ways [78]. For instance, research has focused on hacking communities, their way of working,
and the way they organise. Hacker forums have emerged as an important field-site to study. For
example, Marin et al. [69] study darkweb forums and identify key hackers that would potentially
cause the biggest cybersecurity threat. With a similar approach Zhang et al. [122] identify different
categories of hackers based on how they transfer knowledge. By studying how hackers organise
and work together, the research aims at contributing to prevention of cyber attacks. With the same
aim, so called ‘white hat hacking’ research explores how test hacks within organisations can be
used to discover vulnerabilities [15, 114] and to implement crowdsourcing solutions [1, 123].
The complex nature of hacking has been also the research interest to, for example, understand
how victims of hacks detect the hack and how they deal with the relationship with the hacker
[96], while examining the criminal personality profile of individual hackers [3, 9]). From another
perspective and related to the ethics of hacking, Coleman [19] investigates hackers’ commitment
to free and open source software. By doing this, she unfolds the intertwining of computing, the
politics of access, and intellectual property. Following on from this, and in her insightful book on
Anonymous, Coleman [20] unravels how one of the most famous hacker groups of the last decade
morphed from cybervandals into a politically engaged movement. As she observes, contemporary
hacking is more complex than the caricature of teenage criminals vandalising systems.
2.2

Relationships between ‘users’ and ‘designers’

Studying end-user hacking offers an opportunity to rethink the designer/user relationship. This
follows recent interest in usability’s role as part of commercial work [112], studies of the broader
socio-economic situation of design (e.g., [27, 40, 43, 73, 113]), discussions around the interrelations
of infrastructures and politics as well as discussions of sociomaterial-design (e.g.[7, 120]). Indeed,
these issues can be traced back to von Hippel’s [44] discussions on the information asymmetry
between users and manufacturers, and in particular how ‘lead user innovation’ works. von Hippel
discussed the ways users modify products themselves as a way of appropriating a technology to
their own needs, as well as convincing manufacturers to execute particular changes. This work
reversed the usual assumptions around users as ‘recipients’ of the design process documenting
how information (and innovation) can flow in the opposite direction.
The ‘grandfather’ of these topics, at least in CSCW terms, is the concept of workarounds and
end-user appropriation. These works conceptualised how systems are inherently transformed at
the site of use. Nardi’s work [75] on spreadsheet development, and end-user development more
broadly, document how users collaborate together to appropriate and change software to their own
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purposes, unforeseen by the original developers. As Bowers et al. [8] describe more broadly, there
can be complex tensions between local workarounds and overviews and formulations imposed by
a system design.
More recently, these topics have been discussed in terms of user resistance (such as non-use)[6,
63, 99], or the ethical shortcomings of designers [17, 35, 36, 93]. ‘Dark patterns’ refers to instances
where design is aimed at implementing deceptive functionality [12] to trick the users and manipulate
their actions [36]. Several strands of HCI research have explored the phenomena in relation to
designing systems with intentional or unintentional abuse mechanisms [18, 35, 39]. Gray et al. [36]
expand on Brignull’s categorisation of dark patterns [12], and provide a comprehensive analysis
of different UX strategies that are used by designers to mislead end users, hide information from
them or force actions on them to gain access to a certain functionality in the system.
Lastly, a complex issue concerns who it is that we refer to as ‘end user’ or ‘designer’. In classic
HCI, (e.g. Normans discussion of the gulf of interests [80]) user and designer are used as a way
of abstracting the processes involved in development, allowing for a conceptual deepening of
the challenges to producing good technology. Yet in practice, the broad process of technology
development and usage is such that there are many distinct actors that are involved - not limited
to but including vendors, retailers, app stores, manufacturers, designers, marketing, support, and
suppliers. Similarly, users are themselves incredibly varied, and as Grudin [41] pointed out, those
who buy a particular technology system may be different from those who actually have to use it. In
this paper we adopt the terms ‘users’ and ‘developers’, as a sort of shorthand for the constellations
of agents involved in different ways, although this is a point we return to at more depth in the
discussion. One of the interesting aspects of hacking is how it disrupts expectations around the
user/designer relationship by reversing technical control. It also highlights how interests are often
not aligned - connecting with recent critical discussions on the state of the software industry and
the various monopolies of Facebook, Apple, Microsoft and Google [22, 87].
2.2.1 Categorising hacking. Hacking includes a diverse set of activities and practices with various
motivation and degrees of illegality. Previous research have documented a number of different
types of hacking (e.g. [34, 42, 67, 68, 121]). For this project we drew on the literature to characterise
four forms of hacking, each characterised by a different technical practice. This categorisation
is not meant to be exhaustive but more to characterise diversity, as well as a starting point for
us to understand the empirical details of our cases. Our four different types of hacking are: (1)
retrofitting, (2) cracking, (3) opening data and (4) jailbreaking. Each of these four types fits loosely
with our empirical examples.
Mackay [67] describes how users retrofit older versions of the same software, bringing in features
from newer versions but fitting it with the older version they were better accustomed to. They
suggest the possibility of the retrofitting of software as an explicit design mechanism that allows
them to develop and share customisation with each other. From this discussion we drew the concepts
of retrofitting as one type of hacking - where the technical practice is focused on refitting and
reassembling existing hardware and software into a new form.
In turn, research have also discussed those who crack software to remove its copy protection
for the purpose of software piracy by investigating their motivation and interests of committing
such illegal actions [34, 121]. Although part of these actors’ motivations reside in seeking social
status or challenging the technical skills of the crackers themselves [34], some see providing free
software for themselves or to others as a good enough motivation and an act of heroism [121], to
crack and pirate a software. With this respect, Goode and Cruise [34] argue, while increasing the
technical difficulties of the copy protection can be seen as good strategy for manufacturer, this
difficulty itself can become a motivator for crackers to attempt and crack the software. To reduce
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the challenge and competition among crackers, they suggest, software producers and companies
can reduce the difficulties of copying their software, so that less people would be interested in
putting a significant effort in cracking it. While such an approach can offer a degree of solution, it
overshadows the lack of access to free software as well as the high cost of obtaining a software
that has motivated users to crack software or use pirated software [42, 57].
Previous research has also discussed jailbreaking [68], and opening data [109] as forms of hacking
in relation to consumer resistance against restrictions established by the software manufacturer on
different functionalities of the software [21]. Jailbreaking is bypassing restrictions embedded in
the product (notably the Apple iPhone) by ‘freeing’ the product from manufacturer’s controlling
mechanism, to remove manufacturer authorised tools or install unauthorised ones [14]. Practices
around open data instead focus on users’ right of access to their own data. When in systems can
collected considerable amounts of data from users, and having the ability to transfer or even simply
access that data is often controlled by manufactures, locking out users from their own data. These
hacks acknowledges that the contemporary society operates on data extraction, and works to let
users have easy access to their own data in a format that lets them use this data in new ways.
3

RESEARCH METHODS

We started by identifying a range of online discussions in which end-users reported on hacking
their own devices to serve different interests. We gathered examples of active discussion around
‘hacking’ technical artefacts in some way. Resources for this included the hack-a-day website1 ,
keyword-based searches of forum discussions and posts on Reddit with “hacking” in the subject.
These online communities were selected to help the research team to position themselves in the
study and collect a list of devices that were reportedly hacked by their users.
3.1

Data Collection

During this initial phase we collected a range of different hacking practices reported by different
groups of users. In doing so, we also found a number of online forums dedicated to discussing
some of these hacks. This initial list included hacking home appliances (e.g. IKEA electronics,
coffee machines), do it yourself (DIY) artificial pancreas system, iPhone jailbreaking, custom car
chipping, CPAP machine hacking, door entry RFID hacking, Nintendo Switch hacking, IoT
hacking (e.g. robot hoovers), hacking of electric bikes and scooters, John Deere tractor hacks,
and commercial software piracy. From this list we identified four cases (highlighted in bold) for
further investigation and targeted data collection. These cases were chosen mainly based on the
amount of online discussion about the hack, media discussion around the topic, and additionally the
diversity of the hack in terms of the technology, type of hack, and involved users and communities.
For each of the four cases, we then used two sources of data: (1) online discussion groups and
forums and second, (2) interviews of different groups of involved users. In collecting the online
material we drew on online ethnographic methods (e.g, [23, 89]) to observe and study the online
forum(s) that acted as the central hub(s) of communication and collaboration for each hack. The
observations took over a period of at least three months. We identified several forum and discussion
groups, and gathered posts based on their relevance to each case in order to understand the different
hacks and how they were developed. In total we collected over 8000+ posts related to these four
cases. Our online data set also included resources shared between the members of each community
such as ‘sticked’ posts, FAQs, introduction videos, photos of hacks, and other materials. This data
set then used as the main unit for our collaborative thematic analysis. Here, it should be noted that
1 https://hackaday.com
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due to the abundance of material on the forums as well as our position as researcher-observers, the
data set represents only a partial picture of activity on the forums we studied.

Description

CPAP machine

Nintendo Switch

DIY insulin pump

John Deere tractor

Users opened data, through
decoding and decrypting
proprietary data formats to gain
control and access

Users jailbroke their
devices, to bypass
limitations on what
software can be run on
closed devices

Users retrofitted
existing tools and
devices to create new
insulin pump

Users cracked software to
remove copy protection so
that software could be
distributed without a licence

Omni APS Slack
Channel: 3000 threads
of conversation on
Slack

MHH Auto Forum: 1400
posts

Online data

cpaptalk Forum &
Apnea Board Forum: 3096 posts

Interview

2 email interviews of the
SleepyHead development team
members

GBAtemp: 899 posts

N/A

1 online interview of
active member of the
community

3 phone interviews of active
member of the community: 2
repair mechanics, 1 teacher of
forestry

Fig. 2. Overview of main sources of data collected per case

While analysing the online material, we decided to collect data from additional sources to
better understand the phenomena and to triangulate our findings. We conducted six interviews to
gain a more thorough understanding of each hack, mapping it to our understanding of historical
data. Three interviews were related to John Deere tractor case that we found most challenging
to understand, two interviews were related to the CPAP case, and one interview was related to
the artificial pancreas system. We conducted semi-structured phone or email interviews, each
lasted between 30-60 minutes as well as two email interviews. We selectively transcribed the audio
recordings, and analysed this content alongside the online data. In the last case, the hacking of the
Nintendo Switch, media reports extensively reported from interviews with community participants,
and we had concerns with exposing participants’ (legal cases by Nintendo are ongoing). Therefore,
in lieu of interviewing in this case we carried out and documented the hack ourselves following
the guides and discussions in the online community.
For each of the cases, the forums and approach we took varied slightly based on the material.
Each case varied somewhat in terms of the number of themes and discussion topics, and how
quickly the themes we discuss here emerged. As such there is some variety in the amounts and
types of data that we collected.
In the CPAP case, we collected data from two large sleep apnea patient communities, namely
cpaptalk2 forum and Apnea Board3 . The overall research material includes 3096 forum posts
supplemented by data collected from SleepyHead software development platforms, press coverage,
blog posts and their comments, and discussions of the hack in Reddit and Hacker News. To resolve
some ambiguities and to get more information on the history and nature of the hack, we conducted
two email interviews with those who participated in the development of the SleepyHead software.
For the Switch case we participated in the GBAtemp online forum4 , collecting for analysis 899
posts that illustrated both issues around the community, but also the story of how ‘the hack’ of
2 https://cpaptalk.com

3 https://apneaboard.com

4 https://GBAtemp.net
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the Nintendo Switch game console developed. The Switch case is perhaps the most popularly
known and covered in a number of media articles [86]. In the case of DIY artificial pancreas system
used in the treatment of diabetes, the research data are collected from a dedicated public Slack
channel, namely OmniAPS5 . This channel is created by the community for public, particularly “for
those working on reverse engineering Omnipod and other non-medtronic pumps, for potential use in
#OpenAPS or related tools.”. Although there are many other active communities discussing different
opportunities of DIY artificial pancreas systems, such as those in Facebook, the OmniAPS Slack
channel became the driving force behind the development for the Insulet Omnipod APS. The data
include more than 3000 conversation posts and communication between different members of the
channel during 2015-2019, as well as shared documents and images. The data are supported with
one hour semi-structured online interview of an active member of the community who was also
involved in the hack. Additionally, we made use of online articles written by the members of the
community to follow the development process.
Lastly, in the John Deere tractor case, we started with press coverage and websites around “Right
to Repair” advocacy as well as open agriculture hacks. The focus of our analysis was interactions
and discussions taking place on an online forum called MHH Auto6 . The data include over 1400
posts. MHH forum is specialised on software and diagnostics for all kinds of vehicles including
trucks and tractors. This case proved challenging in our analysis because of the high level of
knowledge required to understand farming and farming technology. Another challenge concerned
the nature of the hack: cracking software and trading it happens also in closed forums in which we
do not have access. However, the open area of MHH auto sheds light to what the hacks are about.
To gain better understanding of hacking in the agricultural context, we sought out more interviews
than in the other cases, conducting six interviews including one farmer, two repair mechanics,
one teacher of forestry work, and two journalists specialised in agriculture and machinery. These
interviews were conducted by phone due to the Covid19 pandemic and lasted 30-50 minutes.
3.2

Data Analysis

Dealing with a diverse set of cases, we had to develop a data analysis strategy that could account
for different forms of data as well as often very case-specific topics and themes. In doing so, we
focused on understanding the overall ‘story’ of each hack, drawing on the diverse collection of
online data and interviews. While open coding or thematic analysis approaches are common in
the study of online forums (e.g. work presented in [94]), for this work we struggled to present
the result of our analysis due to the ways in which complex technical knowledge (such as how to
repair a hack gone wrong) developed over time. To overcome this problem, we divided these cases
between the research team to write narratives of the development of the hacks and connecting
this to key posts which illustrate the development of the hack. Several discussion sessions were
carried out to review and compare the process of developing these narratives, ensuring that each
narrative is mapped to our empirical material. These narratives act as analytic documents which
we used to inductively contrast back with our online and interview data. Such an analytic strategy
has similarities with the later ‘memoing’ stage in grounded theory [72] which let us document the
complex dynamics and conflicts between those involved, as well as how the online discussions
made possible the development of the hack and its use by end users. In our analysis, we focus on
four comparative questions that were core parts of hacking across the different cases: Why the hack
is done: What motivates users to hack? What is the hack: What must be done by an end user to
carry out the hack? What problems arise that they need help with? Who has done the hack: What
5 https://omniaps.slack.com
6 https://mhhauto.com
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kind of group developed the hack? What work did that depend upon? What online collaborations
existed?, and How the hack was developed: What are the technical details of the hack? How did the
community discover the vulnerability and develop it into an actual hack? These questions let us
contrast the very different hacks we were studying in order to study the conflict between the end
users and developers/manufacturers.
The interviews were analysed in conjunction with the online material. Themes emerged from
analysis of the online material were used to review the interview. This included, for instance,
motivations for participating in the hack, different communication strategies used by the involved
participants, an the challenges they faced during the process. These interviews therefor, offered an
opportunity to receive first-hand feedback beyond the forums in which the data has been collected.
3.3

Ethics

While we work in a country that does not require ethical review of studies as such, our online
research did raise multiple ethical issues. Studying hacking presents the challenge of participants
being involved in potentially illegal activities, such as distributing unlicensed software. For this
reason we restricted our data to forums that are public and available without registration. Sugiura
[106] argues that “Online spaces such as forums can be viewed as public documents rather than
ethnographic interactions, and the automatic archiving of text in such spaces makes the active
presence (and disclosure) of the researcher unnecessary”. One exception was the case of DIY
artificial pancreas system, which used a publicly advertised Slack channel [83]. In this case, the
researcher introduced oneself to the moderators of the channel before starting the research. All the
analysed forum posts were in English although all the forums had global participation. For our
interviews we took a standard informed consent policy, with permission obtained before interviews,
and the data was anonymised before being shared for analysis. Interviewees were based in Europe
and the United States.
4

CASE STUDIES

Each of our four cases covers a different type of hacking: - opening data, jailbreaking, retrofitting, and
cracking. Contrasting each case gives us insight into the variety of hacking practices. By analysing
why and how hacking takes place, who is involved and what the hack is, we discuss the conflict
between the end users and developers using ‘the gulf of interests’ as our sensitising concept. To
deal with the complexities of each case, we have written these cases through the narrative of the
development of the hacks and their use, connecting this to key posts which illustrated development
and use of the hack.
4.1

Opening Data: CPAP Machines
“It’s just plain wrong to hold someone’s private data up in a format they can’t access without secret keys, special software or other information”, (cpaptalk.com thread,
“SleepyHead resmed loader”, 1 Jul 2011)

Many commercial technologies track our behaviour and actions in different ways, without
returning that data to us, or allowing us to control how that data is shared. Our first case covers
users’ attempts to get control and access to their own data. Continuous Positive Airway Pressure
(CPAP) machines are used as a treatment for sleep apnea, a condition in which patients stop
breathing for periods of time while they sleep [31]. CPAP machines keep patients’ airways open by
blowing air that has been pressured according to settings prescribed by a sleep specialist. As well
as supplying air, these machines generate data on a patient’s sleep time, air pressure, times the
user stops breathing, mask leak rates, snoring, and flow limitation. While doctors can use this data
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to modify treatment (and in some countries insurance companies use it to check compliance), in
most cases the data is proprietary and encrypted. This makes the data inaccessible to those who
the data is actually about. The lack of qualified sleep specialists who can monitor and recommend
treatment [88] means there can be long waits to access specialist doctors, and treatment can be
expensive for those not covered by government or private insurance. This has created a need for
self-monitoring, analysing, and modifying treatment–which can be done if patients have access to
the data their CPAP machines generate. As the CPAP talk wiki formulates it, the patients feel that
“Using a PAP machine without software is like driving a car without a windshield and without an
instrument panel”.
This ‘need’ led to the original CPAP hacks: end users attempting to decode their own CPAP
machine’s proprietary data file format. These hacks sparked development of a cross-platform open
source CPAP data analysis tool known as SleepyHead. SleepyHead - and its currently active fork
OSCAR - have been adopted as an important means for the patient community to discuss their
own condition and find optimal treatment for themselves.
The development of SleepyHead required each different model of CPAP machine to be hacked
in order to access and interpret the data files. Lead hacker and developer JediMark compared this
to “solving sudoku puzzles”, and called the online patient communities to help by providing used
CPAP machines and by sharing user data to verify findings. In an interview with Vice magazine, he
explained the process as following way: “Hacking the file formats is a complicated process that
requires known data to compare against, this often means flipping settings in the machine menus
or working of PDF reports generated from commercial software with known data sets, which have
to first be begged for and collected from people with access to the machine and software.” [56].
The forums were thus crucial for the development of SleepyHead, and they contain various
discussions around hacking the data files from different machines in order to include SleepyHead
support for these machines. Contributors participated in multiple ways; by helping to understand
the different file formats, providing data files and CPAP machines, participating in programming,
providing medical knowledge on sleep apnea, sharing visualisations of the different data points
generated by CPAP machines, reporting bugs and giving development suggestions, as well as
making translations for over 20 languages. Lastly, and crucially, tutorials were written to teach end
users on how to install and use the tool, and how to sharing visualisations to the forum in order to
facilitate peer support in analysing one’s sleep.
The case makes an example of how an end-user community can come together and collaborate
in order to reclaim their own treatment. End users advocate here for their right to access data
and circumvent restrictions set by the manufacturers. This said, despite the shared interest, the
SleepyHead project was not without conflict (something endemic to open source projects [29]).
There were breaks in the development, and disagreements on the direction of the project, as well
as complaints that development was relying too heavily on one person’s voluntary work and
leadership, as also our interviewees explained in detail. Money was also a source of dispute both
related to the use of donations and the future plans of the software. Due to these conflicts, JediMark
shut down the development of SleepyHead in 2019. Soon a fork of SleepyHead called OSCAR
was published by a new team that included developers who had been working on SleepyHead.
OSCAR has been introduced as an open source tool that is actively developed in response to the
needs of the patient community, and the team has showed commitment to overcome some of the
problems in previous development. One interesting coda to this case has been the recent work on
the ‘airbreak.dev’ hack of CPAP machines. The global spread of COVID-19 has led to increased
demand for ventilators. While CPAP manufacturers had stated that cheap CPAP machines could
not be used as ventilators, one machine (the low-cost Airsense 10 CPAP machine) was modified
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by hackers, as a proof of concept, so as to make it run additional tasks which enable its use as a
temporary ventilator7 .
One key point to make is that this ‘hack’ did not involve modifying proprietary hardware or
software, but rather letting users gain access to the details of the data from their own machine. The
conflict in this case was located between the end users and the broader medical establishment. As
the quote from the lead developer in the forum in 2011 shows, the hacking team was well aware
that the project’s conflict was located between the medical establishment and the end-users rather
than them and the doctors who monitor their treatment.
A lack of free access to the data (and its interpretation) locked users into medical collaboration
with a hard to reach specialised sleep doctor. Indeed, one doctor defended this, arguing that selftracking and modification of CPAP machine be very dangerous and make the condition worse,
arguing that treatment should be adjusted only by a sleep specialist [11]. Such difficulties in data
ownership have been a continual discussion in the research of proactive self-tracking, Quantified
self, and more broadly related to the greater collection of health data [5, 74, 102, 111]. Yet, this
view does conflict with the realities of rationed unequal medicine provision worldwide, where
self treatment may be the only option. Following the argument by Nafus and Sherman [74], we
would also argue that reclaiming access to one’s own data is constituting an important modality of
resistance in contemporary datafied life.
What is relevant to note here is the ‘gulf’ that exists between patients’ ‘interests’ - accessing
their own sleep data - and the CPAP machine developers as well as the medical professionals and
insurance companies’ ‘interests’ - prescribing and monitoring the use of CPAP machines. While
for-profit healthcare can complicate this picture, it is not that users and developers here were
directly opposed; the relationship here is more one of passive disapproval, with doctors doubting
the value of self-diagnosis, well informed users wanting control over their own treatment, with
equipment manufacturers concerned about complex liability issues. However, as we will see in our
next case, these relationships and the ‘gulf of interests’ can be more confrontational.
4.2

Jailbreaking: Nintendo Switch

“As far as I know young lad, hacking your Switch generally means either of TWO
things by general consensus; free games or free access” (GBAtemp forum, “Ultimate
hacking guide”, 14 April 2020)"
Despite the prevalence of multi-purpose computing devices, what software can be ran on each
device is increasingly restricted by manufacturers. ‘Jailbreaking’ is a form of hacking which attempts
to break these restrictions and allow users to choose what software to run on their own devices
[68]. In our second case, we look at a more disparate community that has established itself around
the goal of ‘jailbreaking’ [76] the Nintendo Switch game console. In this case, the work of the hack
was focused on running unlicensed software on users’ own consoles.
There is a long tradition of attempts to overcome restriction on what software can be run on users’
own video game consoles [82]. In the 1980s, the Nintendo NES console featured a ‘lockout chip’ (the
10NES) which restricted what games could be run on the console so that only those authorised by
Nintendo were supported. Over the years, the business model of console manufacturers has relied
upon collecting licence fees from those granted to sell on their systems. One side effect of this has
been that users cannot not run their own non-game software (such as Linux) or non-commercially
available games (such as those that could be played through emulators) on the console. This has led
to a thriving community around hacking different game consoles to remove the software locks and
restrictions. Yet as consoles have become increasingly complex, so have their protection systems
7 https://airbreak.dev
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as well as the hacks that overcome these systems [24]. As video games sales have increased, so
have demands to ‘hack’ game consoles – with some companies even selling hardware exploits
(so called ‘mod chips’) that allow end users to play pirated software, and other non-authorised
‘homebrew’ software. As one security research put it, one of the best ways to audit a particular
protection system is to place it into a game console [86].
Hacking the new Nintendo Switch game console was therefore ‘high stakes’ with considerable
attention from console owners, games companies, and the media. On the internet (notably the
GBAtemp forum), numerous potential hacks and issues around modifying the console were discussed at length. Yet the actual work of the ‘hacking’ seems to have mostly been conducted in
private, or at least in groups working together who did not make their code or exploits public while
they were working on them. Any partially complete exploit could have potentially been ‘stolen’
by others (who might then receive credit), or even used by inexpert users who might then cause
damage to their own systems. This situation was also made more complex in that game console
hacks need much more than just the hack itself to be usable by an end users: there is a whole
chain of different software that is involved in running non-licensed software, sometimes including
hardware tools and console modifications.
In the case of the Nintendo Switch the vulnerability which opened up the system did not in fact
come from Nintendo. The Switch made use of a CPU called the Tegra X1 made by Nvidia. When
the Tegra X1 chip is turned on, it checks to see if it should work normally or in ‘recovery’ mode.
System hackers (the Fail0verflow group, and working separately Katherine Temkin [97]) announced
at the beginning of 2018 that they had found a vulnerability with this recovery mode, allowing
them to overcome all of the Tegra X1’s security and run their own code – so called ‘arbitrary code
execution’. Developing the hack had involved ‘glitching’ the voltage supplied to different chips so
as to extract source code to look for vulnerabilities [97]. After this, a complete ‘exploit chain’, which
allowed a user to run their own code, was produced by the ReSwitched group called ‘Fusee Gelee’.
This exploit allowed different payloads to be sent to the Switch as it booted, payloads would then
remove Nintendo’s software protection. Some developers used this to create their own operating
systems (e.g., Atmosphere), as well as port Linux and Android operating systems to run on the
Switch. This work was also later used by a commercial developer of hardware called Team Xecutor
to sell a hardware and software combination which directly supported software piracy.
One important point to make is that while one hacking group was widely credited with hacking
the Switch, many different individuals and groups were involved in producing software that made it
possible to run non-Nintendo-sanctioned applications and games. As with the CPAP case, elements
developed by one group might be taken up by another, discussed on a forum by end users, with
tutorials written by other contributors, dependent on hardware made and sold by other small
companies (sometimes with questionable legality). The ‘community’ as such contains many users
who support each other, discuss and comment on software, sometimes demanding new features, in
a continual interaction with different hack developers. An example of this are the many guides that
are posted to the forums: they are helping users with various parts of different hacks, installing
different software, modifying different games, installing other operating systems and so on. These
guides are also reviewed and commented on at length by other participants, improving their quality.
Questions asked by those following the guides, in turn, build up a secondary source of information
(especially when something goes wrong).
One common discussion was around users who thought they had ‘bricked’ their Switch - broken
the Switch in some way during the hacking process. Different sort of ‘bricking’s could occur through
the hack process (a soft-brick, a hard-brick), with different suggestions given on how to fix the
damage done. For example:
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Let me start by saying that I’m an idiot, I admit. [...] Did I brick my Switch? Am I able
to use the backups I started with to recover this mishap? Any help/advice would be
much appreciated :)
(GBAtemp forum, “HELP - bricked Switch after ChoiDujour firmware update”, November 13, 2018)
If you burned 8 or more fuses it makes sense that your switch wouldn’t turn on normally
with the power button at 6.1.0 firmware. If you can’t boot cfw or anything even with
fresh files then you should just restore nand and you’re good.
(GBAtemp forum, “Re: HELP - bricked Switch after ChoiDujour firmware update”, November 13, 2018)
Thanks for the quick response. I’m pretty exhausted right now, so I’ll give the nand
restoration a shot tomorrow. I feel a little better now thanks :)
(GBAtemp forum, “Re: HELP - bricked Switch after ChoiDujour firmware update”, November 13, 2018)
The GBAtemp forum also contained many discussions around what software was being developed,
and how it can be used, but with specific rules about not discussing software piracy, at least directly.
Indeed, we can identify something of a ‘cordon sanitaire’ between hacking and software piracy a hygiene boundary between those involved in software piracy and those who are not, between
getting homebrew software to run, (which is legal in most cases although strongly disapproved of
by manufacturers) and those involved in copying and getting pirated software to run. Yet both of
these efforts are reliant on the same hacks and software tools. Moreover, while the public face of
the forums focuses on the hacking, software piracy is a large part of the interest in hacks in the first
place. This did not prevent Team Xecuter (who sold modchips) from being extremely controversial
on the forums:
“[P]robably because piracy, and because they are going to sell it”, (GBAtemp thread,
Why is every major dev of the Switch scene pissed about Xecuter’s work?, 3 Jan 2018)
As Schwen and Hara [101] point out, we should not ‘romanticize’ online communities. While the
collaboration and achievements are in many ways remarkable, these online communities are not
without strife. The shadow of ‘Gamergate’ [16] and the toxicity of some online gaming communities
was present within the Switch community too. Whereas the original Fusee Gelee code contained
the comment “this code is political – it stands with those who fight for LGBT rights”, a popular
software installer (Tinfoil) contained a number of hate speech comments (such as “gay couples
adopting children is child abuse”). In a media article, one hacker described the Switch hacking and
piracy communities as “just remarkably toxic, honestly” [86].
Interestingly, the most recent advances in hacking the Switch console rely upon commercial
hacking companies. Team Xecuter, who directly profited from enabling software piracy, recently
released a new hack for the Switch lite console, which required hardware modification. Nintendo,
in turn, is now in legal proceedings with Team Xecuter to prevent distribution of this hack. One of
the interesting aspects of this case concerns the intersection of ethical and legal issues. Software
piracy is illegal, yet running non-authorised software on a machine is legal (at least in the US).
However, selling tools that make this possible is illegal. Debates around these issues have been
discussed extensively for some time (notably, [62]), but on one level, this case illustrates that we
cannot always simply take the side of either end users or manufacturers uncritically.
In this case, the ‘gulf of interests’ can be seen in the relationship between users and Nintendo as
somewhat antagonistic towards each other. Some users clearly want software for free; in direct
conflict with the commercial interests of Nintendo. This case also illustrates some of the complexity
around the different actors involved. While we might not easily identify those hackers who exploit
vulnerabilities as ‘end users’, it is end users who eventually (through the assistance of online
communities) put the developed exploit to use. End users in their part are dependent on networks
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of both more advanced users (‘hackers’), as well as those who package and support these exploits,
either through providing support through an online community, or profiting through selling
pre-packaged exploits.
4.3

Retrofitting: Artificial Pancreas System
“What I hate most about diabetes technology is that after 4 years, I got to upgrade
to the exact same insulin pump that I bought for my son 4 years ago. Correction: we
changed the color to blue. What progress!”, (OmniAPS channel, 25 April 2016)

Retrofitting is the combination of old and new components, hacking those components to make
them compatible with each other, without the support of the original manufacturers [118]. For our
third case we return to medical devices, and in particular the work of the OmniAPS group, part of
the Type 1 Diabetes (T1D) community. The OmniAPS group hacked insulin pumps and sensors
to produce their own closed-loop artificial pancreas system. This hack is impressive in its scope
and achievement: essentially developing a new artificial pancreas built on top of commercially
available insulin pumps. To do this the community reverse engineered Insulet’s Eros OmniPods
insulin pump, hacking the communication protocols and connecting the device to a custom iPhone
app to create a portable insulin delivery system.
Type 1 diabetes is a chronic illness in which the pancreas produces little to no insulin in the body
[53]. Detecting hyperglycemia and hypoglycemia is a life-long activity and can be a challenging
task for patients and their families as they require continual self-monitoring of blood glucose. New
diabetes technologies, such as Continuous Glucose Monitoring (CGM) sensors and insulin pumps,
have improved patients’ life, allowing them to manage their diabetes in a more controlled manner
[51, 119]. Yet these devices still require a patient’s constant control and interaction so to receive a
right amount of insulin at the right time. A longstanding goal for medical technology in this area
has been a ‘closed-loop system’ that could connect glucose monitoring data to a pump, calculate
the right dosage of insulin based on real time values, and supply that to the patient with minimal
patient interaction.
In recent years, FDA approved closed-loop insulin pumps that can offer automatic insulin delivery
continuously (basal) and in larger doses for meals (bolus) have become available. Yet, while these
devices are a major step forward they come with their own limitations. In particular, patients are
required to move to new insulin pumps and sensors instead of adapting their current pump and
sensor systems. The financial cost of obtaining new pumps and sensors, the unavailability of these
devices in the region where patient lives, and different policies imposed by the healthcare system
or patient’s insurance are few examples of barriers that patients have to overcome in order to
have access to the commercially available systems [52, 105]. The FDA which regulates the supply
of these systems in the US has also taken considerable time to test and authorise the technology.
This impacts the patients, in different countries, who have limited number of systems with limited
features to choose from, as well as the product price of these system:
“Unfortunately FSL [FreeStyle Libre continuous glucose monitoring sensor] pricing
seems to differ considerably per country. I was told anyone can buy FSL in pharmacies
in France at about €30,- whereas in NL it is exclusively sold through Abott online (at
€60,-) or available through Dutch regular healthcare (only with a special subscription
only few have access to)”, (OmniAPS channel, 25 October 2019)
These limitations motivated a group of patients (and their families) to start an online movement
under the name #WeAreNotWaiting, advocating for development and use of open, or “DIY” artificial
pancreas systems. Online, a community formed to support patients’ hacking their existing pumps
to create their own artificial pancreas system. These efforts resulted in several DIY solutions that
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were ”not locked into a single vendor” or pump [105], providing the patients with an inter-operable
solution built on top of existing diabetes technologies [52]. Although these DIY solutions were
designed by tech-savvy patients for their own personal use, the successful outcome of the work
motivated less tech-savvy patients to ‘close the loop’ for themselves by following other patients’
steps.
We studied the online community that developed around hacking one particular pump - the
Eros OmniPod. Unlike other wearable pumps that are attached to the patient’s body with a tube,
Eros Omnipod has a tubeless insulin delivery mechanism, offering a more subtle and hassle-free
use. This hack brought together a community of members with different interests and skill-sets.
Members of the community provided different expertise with their participation and took different
roles when required. The online channel was used to share recent news and FDA regulations in
relation to their work. One particular case was organising a response to the FDA’s 2016 Draft
Guidance on Medical Device Inter-operability. Here the community was active in encouraging
patients to contact different vendors to request open access to devices. Indeed, if open access had
been available much of the work of the group would have been easier, removing the need to ‘hack’
the different systems.
The community’s need and interest in this specific artificial pancreas system also motivated
patients and their families to setup an initial $1000 bounty to encourage the development of a
solution. With more contributions from patients, their families and caregivers pledged $46,330
in total [85] to recruit freelance developers or help the members by covering the cost of their
experimental developments. The eventual community-built device built upon a previous hack
called ‘RileyLink’ which is a device that interfaced with tubed insulin systems [91]. By hacking
and reverse engineering the Omnipod, and connecting it to a modified version of RileyLink, a new
portable closed-loop system was built.
Our interviewee described the hack in three phases: understanding the protocol and hardware
through reverse engineering, cracking the protocol and security level to communicate with the
device, and finally stabilising the communication between devices and programs. These phases
included activities such as decompiling the firmware [103], decoding the transmitted data packet
and signals from the firmware to pod to understand, manipulate and transmit it to a RileyLink,
and finally to transmit back the data from an authorised iOS app to the pod to activate or suspend
the insulin delivery process [100]. While a large amount of the hacking process was shared and
documented in the Slack channel, our interviewee described how they had to keep part of the
process away from the public eye:
“We also used direct messages. Because of the nature of medical devices, we didn’t
want the efforts to lead to security issues for normal users [...] and we didn’t want
Insulet to just crack down and doing some major sweeping changes all of a sudden,
because that could undo all the work we put into this.” (Interview with active member
of the team, August 2020)
The community has created step-by-step tutorials for patients to follow and build their own
systems. These tutorials [66, 84] are written with the non-technical users in mind, in order to make
the development “doable by the average computer user” [66] who has access to a compatible pump
and device. In addition to step-by-step building, testing, and debugging guideline, these tutorials
provide advice on safe implementation of the hack and common problems along with solutions if
something goes wrong.
This case contrasts with our previous cases in that while users did have to ‘hack’ their existing
insulin treatments, this was not directly resisted by the vendor. While project participants expressed
fears that their hack might be shut down, in practice the vendor remained broadly neutral. Indeed,
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if anything the ‘gulf of interests’ can be seen between users and the FDA rather than between
users and vendors, as the ‘hack’ was resisted more by the FDA - who had held up the release of
closed-loop insulin systems, so that the ‘homebrew’ solutions became attractive. As the history of
medical regulation shows, however, it is often important that medical regulation is done carefully
(and sometimes slowly). So, again, as with our Switch case we find that talking strong ethical
stances here may not be as easy as it would first seem.
4.4

Cracking: John Deere Tractors
“Even though your machine belongs to you, the computer technology belongs to Deere.”,
(The Combine Forum thread, “JD service advisor”, 26 Feb 2016)

Cracking involves overcoming system security features, in particular removing copy protection
so that software can be distributed without a licence [32]. Our previous cases all involve diverse
technologies, but they all featured an online collaboration around developing a core ‘hack’ into
something that meets with users’ needs, overcoming different restrictions on that hack. In our last
case, we find a different online configuration, with a more diverse community of end users working
to overcome different problems.
Modern farming makes extensive use of tractors and related agricultural machines. These vehicles
and machines are complex and highly computerised, with a range of embedded software [108].
Repairing modern tractors depends upon not only mechanical expertise and having access to
spare parts, but specialised software tools that can connect to and diagnose problems with the
vehicle, engine and its software. Manufacturers increasingly control access to these software tools,
preventing end users from repairing their own machines. In particular, John Deere, one of the
world’s largest tractor manufacturers, has mandated a restrictive approach to who can and cannot
perform repair. To fix a John Deere tractor, a diagnostic software ‘service advisor’ is required, and
this must be purchased from John Deere with a monthly licence. This means that in many cases if
a John Deere tractor breaks, farmers themselves cannot repair the tractor, even if the problem is
wholly mechanical, their farms are remote, and licenced repair services are scarce and available
in further locations than local, independent repair services. Even with the software the ability to
repair a tractor is limited:
“I work at a Deere dealership and we were talking about this today. If you get the
program you can troubleshoot codes and link with your equipment. That is about all
you can do. You unfortunately cannot do any programming or say if you replace a
sensor that went bad, you cannot adjust anything in any way on your machine. [...]
In my opinion, it is a waste of your money.” (The Combine Forum thread, “JD service
advisor”, 26 Feb 2016)
This conflict dates back to 2016, when John Deere introduced a new end-user licence agreement
(EULA) that forbid most repairs or modification to their tractors. The EULA also prevented farmers
from suing for crops loss or lost profits that arise from the performance or non-performance of
any aspect of the software [26]. John Deere claimed that this was done so as to ensure quality,
emissions compliance and security – and to preserve product warranties[25]. Yet for farmers it
implied that they would need to deal with increased costs for maintenance and repair of vital
equipment, making them even more dependent on the few specialised and authorised repair service
providers. They have also expressed their fear that the EULA gives John Deere so much authority
that the company could remotely shut down tractors if the license agreement is violated [55].
This has led a number of farmers and independent repair mechanics to resort to hacking the
software so as to allow for their own maintenance and repair, independently from the company’s
re-sellers. A grey market for cracked John Deere software has emerged online. The ‘MHH Auto’
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forum that we studied is one such a community where different pieces of software and hardware
are distributed for a wide range of motorised vehicles including trucks, tractors, and cars. The
unlicensed software distributed on the forum is usually ‘cracked’ in some way so as to remove
distribution restrictions. In the case of John Deere tractors, the cracked software include (for
example) tools for diagnosing broken parts, payload files that program and customise certain parts
of the vehicle, key generators, drivers for connecting a computer to the tractor, as well as service
manuals.
Unlike our earlier cases, the MHH Auto forum does not serve as a place to discuss development
of the actual hacks, and details on how the hacks have been developed are not shared. Rather,
the community is focused on sharing and trading cracked software, and providing support for
installing and using this unlicensed software. From the public forum posts in which John Deere
hacks are searched for, we can identify farmers who are trying to repair their own equipment, but
also mechanics discussing using the software in order to serve particular customers. This suggests
that repair is not just a concern for individual farmers, but for the broader network of repair shops.
The following quote shows the involvement of a third person (presumably with more technical
skills than the farmer) who is looking for help to find a reliable service advisor or access to a service
manual:
“Is there anyone out there that could help me find a good John Deere service advisor
software or even a John Deere service manual by chance? I am trying to help a farmer
repair his tractor and he isn’t well off or able to afford much to pay for repairs. I am
completely volunteering my skills. Any help is greatly appreciated!” MHH auto thread,
“John Deere Service Advisor Collection Activators, KG, Keymaker And other Tools”, 10 July
2020
This said, the farmers and farming experts we interviewed emphasised that there was value in
staying within the authorised repair networks to preserve warranties and re-sale value of equipment
even if the system was considered unfair and wrong.
In the forum, the attempts to circumvent manufacturer restrictions were part of a ‘parallel
economy’, where hacks were shared in exchange for ‘thanks’ and ‘reputation points’. There was also
a separate ‘selling box’ in which hacks and pirate tools could be traded for money. As with the CPAP
case, however, the conflict between reputation and monetary rewards raised some understandable
conflicts. Indeed, much of the discussion on the forum concerns members questioning whether
a particular hack is a reliable one or not. A disclaimer in the ‘Selling box’ states the forum is not
responsible for any frauds that take place.
This gulf of interests, seen also in medical devices and consumer electronics (notably the iPhone) ,
have contributed to the growth of the ‘Right to Repair’ movement [37, 110], that has been advocating
legislation changes not only concerning farming equipment, but across all sorts of consumer and
information technology8 . The various Right to Repair advocacy groups argue that end users should
have a right to maintain, service, fix, repair, and rebuild their own devices on their own terms. In
concrete terms, this means that manufacturers should provide open access to manuals, diagnostic
software, and tools. Right to Repair legislation has been advanced in a number of US states and in
the EU. Apple in particular has been active in opposing legislation, arguing that it would create a
“Mecca for bad actors” [54], and that open repair is particularly dangerous for devices with lithium
batteries that can catch fire. Showing the ambiguities in taking a straight-forward stance for or
against hacking, the right to repair movement demonstrates that a blanket rejection of software
piracy may not always prove easy.
8 See

https://repair.org
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DISCUSSION

Each of our cases identifies a different sort of ‘end user hacking’: freeing data, jailbreaking,
retrofitting and cracking. Whereas jailbreaking and cracking are about overcoming security features,
freeing data is about creating tools to access and interpret one’s own data files, and retrofitting is
the creation of a new system by combining existing and new elements. Yet what they all share is
an attempt to shape technology beyond or despite the wishes of the original technology designers.
In this discussion we engage with this by asking two questions: first, how do end users hack and
second why do they hack? Lastly, we raise this as an issue by situating these concerns more broadly
in what we call the “political economy of hacking”.
5.1

How do users hack?

The online forums are clearly essential for enabling the production, distribution and support for
end-user hacking. The forums brought together different users from across the world and supported
them collaborate in complex ways. In our different cases, the ‘original hack’ - the exploit, new
software, or the crack, was not sufficient in itself to allow end users to hack their systems. Additional
parts like an exploit chain, the packaging of the hack, developing tutorials and user support were
needed to be combined to make it possible for end users to hack. As discussed in the case of
Nintendo Switch, while the original ‘glitching’ hack was beyond the technical expertise of most
end users, eventually the hack was packaged up into a form that end users could deploy with only
a USB cable. Once the hack was made, its development into related different tools made it both
easier to use, but also to fit widely different end-user situations. Ultimately, end users, with limited
technical knowledge, can then hack their own systems–be that to use bootleg software to diagnose
faults in their tractor, or using an open-source insulin supply system.
Online forums also facilitate the distribution of different jobs involved in the hack, such as
technical support, tutorial writing, translating, reviewing, and editing. This brings together those
who support the hack with their particular technical skills, and others who take roles in distributing,
maintaining, managing risks, and supporting the appropriation of the hack. Indeed, online forums
also act as an important source of encouragement, feedback, and connection between users and
those developing hacks. There is an ongoing and constant interchange in these forums between
users asking for specific features and in some cases these features being implemented by the hack
developers. The forums are also settings where hack developers themselves at times publicly engage
with each other, in positive and sometimes in hostile ways. On top of this, there is the existence of
development groups who often work together to update or innovate around how particular hacks
work. The forums we studied had strong aspects of communities of practice, with various forms of
peripheral participation [61] going alongside the multiple technical contributions of those involved.
5.2

Why do users hack?: The gulf of interests

This leads us to a second question: why do users hack in the first place? Clearly the reasons are
diverse - demands for specific functionality, to use software without paying, or to repair a device
without reliance on an authorised service provider. But more broadly, we would argue, the core
issue is that the interests of those making the technical systems, and the interests of users, do not
always overlap. The economic and political situation of technical development means that the
many different actors around software meet not only in co-ordination but also in conflict; John
Deere wants to increase its profits, the FDA wants to control unlicensed medical interventions, and
Nintendo wants to prevent piracy.
Norman [80] clearly stated the core problem of HCI as what he called the ‘gulf of execution and
evaluation’ - the gap in the “degree to which the interaction possibilities of a computer system
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correspond to the intentions of the person” [30]. In some senses our work here points at the same
phenomena - the gap between what the user wants and what the system can do. Yet we need to
reformulate this gulf, since it is not just a malfunctions that can be addressed by better design
practice. Rather, the problem is inherent because design does not come from ‘nowhere’ [28], design
is not an abstract rational process, rather it is a situated and partially self-interested practice.
Designers work as the agents of organisations which collectively produce technical solutions, and
their work needs to be funded, and they need to fit organisationally with the many different people
who come together in large software projects. In the case of commercial enterprises, design work
need be commercially viable (however that is defined). That designers should want to make their
systems ‘better’ for users is a happy coincidence, but there is nothing inherent in the work of design
that means that the decisions made need fit with the interests of users (as architecture clearly
demonstrates [10]).
Our cases here then document the ‘gulf’ between users and designers – but not one of execution
or evaluation, but a gulf of interests. Users and designers simply have different interests, generating
direct conflict between what designers want in a system, and what users want. This is most stark
in the case of software copyright protection, as in the case of Nintendo Switch, where some users
desire to not pay for their software, and the organisations in which designers themselves work,
and ultimately the designers themselves, do want them to pay.
This is complicated somewhat in that the different agents involved in our discussion escape a
simple formulation. In HCI and CSCW the terms ‘users’ and ‘designers’ have been used to abstract
this relationship, focuses attention on the importance of the design itself. However, (as Norman
himself went on to discuss in the revised version of his book) in practice this sidesteps many difficult
questions of the organisational, economic and political situation of design and use [81].
In line with Latour’s study of the Aramis project [60], our analysis highlights that there are many,
many different agents involved in producing complex innovations, spanning across designers,
managers, profits and non-profits, governments, regulators, developers, users, retailers and so on.
And in our cases, users collaborate with hackers, with other users, who form companies to sell
hacks, or pay money to hackers groups to crack software, who draw on independent security
researchers who find ethically exploits and then notify companies. In this sense it is perhaps better
then to think of a complex network of software production and use, and in turn perhaps hacking
as a sort of ‘anti-program’ that runs across that network. This anti-program makes use of the same
systems (such as internet forums) that support the technology business, but instead subvert this
business in the production of hacks.
As the descriptions of ‘dark patterns’ [12], ‘evil design’[79], or more colourfully the problem
of ‘the asshole designer’ [35] illustrate, it is not just that errant designers or companies might
occasionally produce errant systems, but rather that fundamentally users and designers (and/or
technology vendors) have different interests stemming from their different position, which might
be brought into partial alignment - but this is not inevitable. If we identify an example of bad design
we need ask ‘bad design for who’? This echos Costanza-Chock’s questioning “For whom do we, as
a society, design technology?” [22]. What is a bad design for a user, might turn out being a very
good design for others who are involved. If we are used to working on the side of the designer, to
benefit the user, what if they are on different sides? Should CSCW be on the side of the designers
or on the side of users? If we are serious about advocacy for users then we need to investigate
mechanisms that will work beyond what already exists (be that government regulation, codes of
conduct, teaching or professionalisation). Moreover, as in the cases we documented users may
themselves be hacking systems in ways that skirt illegality. What ethical decisions do we make in
these cases? Are there times when we do not take the side of the user?
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Re-situating design: the political economy of software

That users and designers are not always aligned may not be a huge surprise to anyone who has (for
example) tried to move their data between one operating system and another. Many technology
systems feature very visible ‘user hostile/business friendly’ features, from copy protection to
CATCPAs.
At the core here is that designers’ work issue mostly (although not exclusively) funded by
revenues from commercial software activities, be that direct payment for software, or through
more complex arrangements, such as royalties collected for games sold on a vendor’s platform,
or through government or private healthcare spending. This means that software development is
situated in a complex crossroad between the intentions of the individual designer, collaborations
between other skilled group, management and the commercial interests that they need to represent.
This means that some activities will be economically supported and successful in the marketplace,
whereas others may be resisted and may eventually cause a whole organisation to fail. Beyond
this, government and regulatory entities play important roles in setting what is legally possible,
mandated or simply ignored. Again, the interests of those involved may or may not align. While
the market can in theory introduce competitive efforts that do force certain improvements and
incentives for vendors (and the designers working within) to improve the software. But there are
also strong counter forces - ‘lock in’, where vendors actively try and prevent user switching to
another product, alongside monopolies of different sorts, act so as to encourage some designs that
are clearly against users’ interests.
As we complicate the picture, in the cases we examined, freely developed open source software,
met closed-source ‘donation-ware’ efforts, along with large multi-national medical vendors, games
companies, agriculture vehicle manufacturers, as well as the many intermediaries who make their
living selling and supporting these technologies. These different agents all had differing interests,
abilities, powers and resources. The hacks we studied were thus situated then in complex economic
value chains of hardware and software production. Money enables and lubricates these actornetworks making it possible for complex game consoles or medical equipment to be made. In turn,
regulators and governments themselves have a role - and in turn can lead to similar ‘gulf of interests’
problems. In the case of the two medical technologies it was actually the regulators of medical
devices that were mainly involved in restricting and preventing end users hacking of their devices.
And, as doctors in each case argued, this was not without good reason since a hacked device could
harm a user, if not done correctly. While the users here disagreed (“#WeAreNotWaiting”) it is not
clear that a definite decision on who is right or wrong can be easily made. The developers of our
hacks, worked for free, as did those involved in the hidden support work with end users on the
internet forums. Clearly the story here is not one of only self-interested action. We would add that
while the cases we examined here are situated in the market economy, conflicts between different
interests can exist just as clearly in cases of government-led software development (such as in apps
developed for city functions [70]) or even with co-operatives [58]. Our point here then is not a
broad critique of market economies - differing interests occur whatever the economic system.
These case studies point us in the direction of further understanding the situation of software’s
development in more stark political and economic terms. This is the problem of understanding
the production and supply of software as inherently political and economic process. Economic
incentives in the production of software has been rather neglected in CSCW (with some notable
exceptions [38, 64, 90]); perhaps in part because it replaces the ‘rationality’ of design with the more
troubling idea of the self interest of different agents. We would suggest that there is potential for
CSCW in understanding the ‘political economy’ of software (see, e.g., [77, 104], but not as a matter
of economic analysis (although that may have a role) but rather as an attempt to understanding
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how the currents of usage and design are shaped by their economic and political context, and the
possibilities of social action. As Greenbaum wrote back in 1996, CSCW should be “analyzing the
dark or dangerous side of designing cooperative, interdependent and distributed systems, [we] can
also look at the pressure points of change opened by contradictions between management goals
and worker, customer and citizen interests” [38].
6

CONCLUSION

Through our four cases we have explored the situation of users hacking their own systems, to
go against restrictions put in place by designers and developers. Each of these cases illustrates
different aspects of constraints put on users that they attempt to circumvent. The CPAP machine
case demonstrates the importance of online communities, working together over long periods of
time, so as to be able to produce software that could analyse sleep data logs. The Nintendo Switch
case demonstrates how a ‘cordon sanitaire’ can exist in communities between the tolerated and
the illegal, in this case home-brew software and software piracy. In the case of efforts to build an
artificial pancreas, users went against the wishes of government bodies that regulate the use and
sale of medical equipment. Lastly, for the John Deere tractor case we can see how companies can
fight against users repairing their own devices if it interferes with their revenue. This case also
demonstrates how regulation can play a role in both supporting companies, but also (potentially)
enabling users. More broadly, these different cases of end-user hacking move the discussion beyond
‘hacking as tinkering’ or ‘hacking as inherently bad’, to understanding that hacking in many cases
may be a more complex matter. Indeed, as we discussed above using the sensitising concept ‘gulf of
interests’, users interests may differ from that of designers and the technology vendors they work
with. ‘Bad design’ can be more than an abrasion caused by incompetent designers, but something
that arises from fundamentally different interests between users and vendors that leads them to
want to use technology in different ways. As design might include restriction into the systems, so
might users hack them to better fit their needs.
Our focus has been almost entirely on users here, although clearly there is complementary work
that could be done which takes the perspective of the designers and developers to understand
better their interests. The development efforts of those producing copy-protection or anti-hacking
measures has been discussed in the case of Apple, yet more broadly the interactions between
hackers and companies (characterised famously by Steve Jobs as ‘cat and mouse’) could repay
further study.
For CSCW, our arguments here present a troubling notion. Much of our efforts to solve bad the
problems of bad design have focused mainly on educating designers, and understanding better
how systems can fit with users. But what if ‘bad design’ for users is ‘good design’ for those selling
the software (or others involved in the process)? Design then is not an idealised processes in an
idealised world. A new question we might ask is if a design is bad, who is it bad for?
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